RLASD Elementary Distance Learning 4K

Week 8: May 25th-29th

Even though we have recommended days, you can do things when you want and have time for them during the week. Don’t panic, you are doing great! Play and read!

Gross
Motor/Play
Monday
May 25th

No School

Math

No School

Literacy

Social Emotional

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

No School

No School
Have fun and enjoy
family time outdoors!

Tuesday
May 26th

Jump Measuring
Have your child jump
from lines drawn or
taped on your sidewalk,
or driveway. Measure
how far your child can
jump!

Phone Number
Place paper plates on the
wall with numbers on them.
Help your child touch the
correct numbers for your
phone number.

Grass Rubbings
Place blades of grass on a piece of
paper. Cover the grass with a piece of
paper on top of the blades. Have your
child rub a crayon across the paper.
What happens?

Write what you feel!
Tape 1 piece of paper to
your child’s back and 1
piece to the wall. Using a
marker draw a letter on
your child’s back. See if
they can draw the same as
you on the wall paper.

Talk about it Tuesday

Wednesday
May 27th

Wheelbarrow Walking
Have your child get on
their hands and feet.
Stand behind them and
gently hold their ankles
and lift up their feet.
Have your child walk
forward on their hands.
See how far you can
walk on your hands!

Shape Roads
Draw thick outlined shapes
on pieces of paper, and put
dotted lines through the
middle to make the outline of
the shapes look like a road.
Have your child drive a toy
car on the road or trace it
with their finger and tell you
the shape.
Example: Click Here

Tearing and Crumpling Art
Have your child rip pieces of paper into
smaller pieces, then have then use their
fingers to crumple the small pieces of
paper into balls. Encourage them not to
use the palms of their hands but their
fingers. Glue the crumpled pieces onto
another piece of paper to make a picture.

Story Retell Picture
Read your child a story.
After you have finished talk
with them about who was
in the story, what was the
problem, and how did the
story end? Have your child
draw a picture about what
happened in the story and
then retell it to you or
another family member.

Wacky Wednesday
Make funny faces

Thursday
May 28th

Neighborhood Hunt
Go on a neighborhood
hunt to find items like a
bird, recycle bin,
garage door, welcome
sign. Make it into eye
spy and see what fun
you can have on your
adventure.

Weighted Walk
Go for a walk and pick up
items as you walk. Place
one item in each hand and
keep the one that is heavier
, put the lighter one back.
Now pick up something new
see if the heavy object still
wins or if there is a new
heavier object. Continue
over and over.

Pinch and Drop
Place cups with letters, numbers, colors,
or shapes and have a bowl of something
small (beans, paper, newspaper, rocks)
with the same letters or anything written
on. Use your fingers and pick them up 1
by 1 to place in the cups.

Family names
Make a list of everyone in
your family. Practice
starting names with
capitals and the rest
lowercase. Count the
letters in each name. Who
has the most/least letters
in their names

Thoughtful Thursday
Draw a picture for one of
your family members
after you write letters of
their name.

Check off list

No School

Fine Motor

